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ABSTRACT

Critique

Designers have turned to online crowds for fast and affordable
feedback. However online contributors may lack the motivation, context, and sensitivity to provide high-quality critique.
Rubrics help critiquers, yet require domain experts to write
them. This paper introduces automatic methods of extracting
style-based language features to support feedback providers.
Such style-based guides may benefit online feedback systems. In Study 1, 52 students across two design courses created artifacts and received feedback from 176 online feedback
providers. Instructors, students, and crowd contributors rated
the helpfulness of each point of feedback. From this data an
algorithm extracted a set of natural language features (e.g.,
specificity, sentiment etc.) that correlate with helpfulness ratings. The features accurately predict helpfulness and remain
stable across different raters and design artifacts. Based on
these features, we designed a critique style guide with automatically picked examples for each feature that support critique providers to self-assess and edit their initial critique.
Study 2 validates the guide with a between-subjects experiment (n=50). Participants gave feedback on design artifacts
with or without the guide. Providers generated critiques with
significantly higher perceived helpfulness when using stylebased guidance.
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Figure 1. The critique style guide is based on a natural language model
and assists critique providers to improve their initial feedback before the
final iteration is send to the designer. The style guide consists of examples
of high quality critiques that highlight specific stylistic aspects of good
critiques. We developed a natural language model to mine high quality
critiques and critiques with specific features.

Feedback helps designers gain an external perspective to improve their work [51]. Receiving feedback on design artifacts
can happen through peers, mentors, or target users who provide comments and suggestions. With the rise of online labor
markets, feedback can be obtained almost immediately [3].
Furthermore, with a growing demand for design education,
designers in online as well as offline classes look into extending traditional methods of design feedback to personalized
results [20, 51]. Crowdsourcing feedback is appealing due
to its scalability, availability, and affordability. Researchers
have explored various crowdsourcing methods to support designers [31, 50] and several online communities for crowd
feedback exist, such as Forrst [53], Photosig [49], and Dribbble [32].
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INTRODUCTION

IN SUBMISSION;
PLEASE, DO NOT
DISTRIBUTE.

A concern regarding online community or crowd driven
sources is that these approaches produce feedback of poor
quality or low quantity [49]. The reasons for this are diverse contributors may lack the motivation [49], context [3],
knowledge [31], and sensitivity [52] to provide high-quality
design feedback. To address this, some crowd-based systems
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2. Demonstrating that these correlations are stable across two
different design tasks and three different rater populations.
(study 1)

break down feedback provision into micro tasks (e.g. [3, 50])
or provide rubrics to workers (e.g. [14, 31, 20]).
Recent research indicated the plausibility of obtaining relevant and rapid crowd feedback. However, this prior work
requires experts to break down the task into more accessible sub tasks, or to write rubrics that embed key principles
in a domain. Breaking down design feedback is difficult, especially when complex artifacts have to be evaluated. Personalized expert intervention is expensive. Such approaches
place a high demand on experts which could limit the value
of crowd-based feedback across different domains.

3. Demonstrating that these features allow predicting the perceived critique helpfulness. (study 1)
4. Illustrating that a style guide using automatically mined
examples of these features can improve perceived critique
helpfulness. (study 2)
RELATED WORK

Feedback and practice are key elements in developing new
skills [39] and gaining insight to better understand how
ones work is perceived by others [25]. In design, feedback
supports designers in developing their next design iteration
[15] and helps novices to better understand design principles
[17]. Feedback can also help to explore and compare alternatives [12, 44].

Our research introduces a more scalable and domainindependent method for design feedback. We present a natural language model that automatically extracts language features that correspond with student ratings of perceived helpfulness. Based on these language features we compiled a
critique style guide that offers guidance to online feedback
providers (figure 1 shows a sketch of the process).

Feedback Sources

In study 1, we collected student design artifacts from two different project-based university design classes and hired online
workers (via Amazon Mechanical Turk and Upwork) to provide critiques. The students independently rated the helpfulness of each critique. We also collected perceived helpfulness
ratings on a sub-sample of the critique’s from design instructors (professors from three US universities) as well as from
online workers hired via Mechanical Turk.

Designers gather feedback from various sources. In educational settings, instructors provide feedback by writing comments on drafts or proposals and by grading assignments.
It has been employed successfully in many contexts including design [11, 43, 29], programming [6], and essays [47].
Self-assessment has can achieve results comparable to external sources of feedback [14]. Scaling feedback in educational settings often involves peer reviews [35]. The benefit of
peer reviews is that students learn from providing feedback to
peers [36]. Critiquing work of peers helps students to practice their revision skills and strengthen their ability to find
and solve problems [36]. Despite the positive effects there is
scepticism whether students of all ability levels are capable
of helping their peers [35].

To identify the features that our three populations found most
helpful, we conducted a linguistic analysis on the writing
style of the collected critiques. We found evidence that critique length, emotional content, language specificity, grammatical mood and complexity of sentences, word complexity,
and the presence of justifications, correlate with higher ratings. A random forest classifier trained with these features is
able to predict the average perceived helpfulness with Krippendorffs alpha [28] levels close to or even higher than the
inter rater reliability (IRR) of human raters.

Crowd feedback can be obtained through a variety of tools,
methods, and platforms. Paid critique providers can be engaged on services such as CrowdFlower [10], Mechanical
Turk (MTurk) [1], or UpWork [45]. Crowd feedback is particularly appealing due to its scalability and availability. Crowds
are capable of contributing diverse perspectives that may be
difficult to find within a classroom [13].

Study 2 applies the findings of study 1 to improve perceived
critique helpfulness. In a between subjects study we randomly split a pool of 90 online contributors into two groups.
Both groups provided critiques to the same design artifacts
from study 1 and were asked to improve their critique after
submitting their initial draft. Contributors in one group received a style guide asking them to improve specific features
of their writing based on our natural language model. The
style guide consists of examples automatically extracted from
results of the first study using our model. A control group
received only general instructions. We found that the contributors in the first group significantly improved their average
correlation with our natural language model as well as their
critique ratings.

Involvement in communities such as Behance [2], Forrst [53],
and Dribbble [32] are ways for experienced designers to give
and receive design feedback. These platforms require a certain level of commitment and expertise to fully experience
their potential. This somehow limits their accessibility [8].
Participants tend to be motivated to develop their own skills
and status [49]. Novices in such communities experience
evaluation apprehension and may be hesitant to share preliminary work [32] making these communities an option for
advanced designers rather than novices.

With these two studies this paper makes the following contributions.

Measuring Feedback Quality

Measuring feedback quality is challenging and prior work
uses a range of measurements. Luther et al. compares differences between design iterations [31, 51]. While others contrast critiques with feedback produced by experts [31, 29].
Measuring post-feedback design quality [12], and collecting

1. Describing a set of natural language features that correlate
with perceived critique helpfulness. (study 1)
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designer ratings on the helpfulness of feedback [7] are other
viable methods to measure feedback quality.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND HYPOTHESES

This paper explores which style-based natural language features correlate with perceived helpfulness of critiques and
how a style guide derived from these features affect the way
people provide design critique. With this in mind, we investigate the following research questions:

Various definitions exist that describe qualities of effective
feedback. Sadler [39] argues that effective feedback help to
understand the concept of a standard (conceptual), compare
the actual level of performance against this standard (specific), and engage in action that reduces this gap (actionable).
Cho et al. [7] examined the perceived helpfulness of feedback in the context of writing psychology papers and found
that students find feedback more helpful when it suggests a
specific change and when it contains positive or encouraging
remarks. Xiong and Litman [48] investigate peer feedback for
history papers and constructed models using natural language
processing to predict perceived helpfulness. They found that
lexical features regarding transitions and opinions can predict
helpfulness.

RQ1: Which stylistic natural language features correlate with
perceived critique helpfulness?
RQ2: Are these correlations stable across different populations and tasks?
RQ3: How can these features improve perceived critique
helpfulness?
We hypothesize that valuable critiques incorporates the qualities suggested by Sadler [39], Cho et al. [7], Yuan et al. [52]
and Krause [26, 27]. That is, a valuable critique is conceptual in that it incorporates design domain knowledge, specific
in that it presents a clear issue, actionable in that it provides
guidance on how to resolve the issue, and positive in that it
also encourages the recipient. All studies presented so far
used human annotators to extract language features in contrast we use an automated system that offers a better scalability.

This study uses perceived helpfulness as the measure of critique quality. Perceived helpfulness captures the value of
feedback for its recipient and mediates the interaction between feedback and later revisions [38].
Improving Feedback

The main challenge with all crowd-based methods such as
crowdsourcing, communities, or peer feedback is that crowd
driven sources often produce feedback of poor quality or low
quantity [49]. The reasons for this are manifold. Contributors
may lack the motivation [49], context [3], knowledge [31],
and sensitivity [52] to provide high-quality design feedback.
Prior work has contributed screening processes to disqualify
workers that provide constantly low quality responses [16]
as well as other mechanisms such as the Bayesian Truth
Serum [41] to increase work quality.

Although some features of good critiques are known it can
be difficult to find good examples for each feature especially
in an automated and scalable way. Yet good examples are
necessary to teach a feedback provider how to write good
critiques. Our approach enables mining existing critiques to
find critiques that highlight linguistic features associated
with high quality. We use our language model to generate a
style guide that we suspect to significantly increase the
frequency of these features and enhance the perceived
helpfulness ratings of critiques.

Voyant and CrowdCrit structure design feedback tasks for online crowds. Both systems are motivated by the goal of producing higher quality feedback from inexperienced workers.
Recent studies compare the characteristics of feedback produced by these structured systems against both open-ended
feedback and expert feedback with promising results [31, 51,
20]. Soylent [3] is a crowdsourcing tool for efficient proofreading tool that incorporates paid crowdsourced workers in a
structured way avoiding the need for a user to have expertise
in constructing human interface tasks.

STUDY 1: PREDICTING PERCEIVED HELPFULNESS

In the first study we collected design artifacts from students
in two design classes. Online contributors recruited on Mechanical Turk provided critiques on these design artifacts.
Students, instructors, and online contributors rated these critiques. As a final step we used our natural language model
to extract feature vectors from the collected critiques. We
estimated the correlation between the features and perceived
helpfulness and predicted the average perceived helpfulness
with our model.

Kulkarni et al. [30] reports that peer grades correlated highly
with staff-assigned grades in two observed MOOCs although
students had a tendency to rate their work higher than staff.
To counter act this grade inflation Piech et al. [37] uses a calibrated peer assessment.

Apparatus

We use 2 different tools to 1) let online contributors from Mechanical Turk critique student design artifacts and 2) to allow
students, instructors and a other online contributors to rate
these critiques.

Automated feedback has been applied in various contexts
such as essay grading [21, 46, 40, 7], kitchen design [19].
Especially for MOOCs automated essay grading is an interesting solution due to its scalability. Complex artifacts however might not be automatically gradable. Our approach overcomes this challenge letting humans analyse the artifact. The
generated critique can be analysed using automated systems.
Similar in its structure to an essay [26] computational models
might be able to analyse critiques effectively [42].

Figure 2 shows the interface that was used to collect design
critiques from online contributors recruited through MTurk.
Contributors were presented with 3 design artifacts (one at
a time) and asked to write a critique for each artifact. The
figure shows the complete interface including the style guide
(sub figure b). In study 1 critique providers only used first
part of the interface to write critiques (sub figure a).
3

Figure 2. The interface used to generate critiques. Critique provider
recruited via Mechanical Turk were asked to write a number of critiques
(called feedback in the figure). In study 1 critique provider only saw the
first part of the interface (sub figure a). In study 2 critique provider in
the guided condition were also asked to revise their feedback according
to a style guide (sub figure b). Critique provider in the control condition
of study 2 were asked to revise their critique but without the style guide.
Figure 3. Critique raters see all design artifacts and critiques on one
page. They are asked to provide a rating for each critique and are allowed to freely scroll on the page. A Likert scale ranging between 1–7 is
shown below each critique.

Figure 3 shows the interface used to rate each critique collected. A critique rater sees a design artifact and a list of
critiques to this interface. A Likert scale ranging between 1–
7 is shown below each critique and critique provider can see
all artifacts and critiques on one page.

prevention, and elder care (figure 4 shows 3 examples). 71
independent critique providers recruited from Amazons Mechanical Turk evaluated and rated the storyboards.

Procedure

We collected design artifacts from 2 non overlapping student
populations in 2 independent design classes. In the first setting, students created storyboard artifacts for a team assignment focused on mobile phone applications. In the second
setting, students individually designed a dashboard to display
weather forecasts.

To normalize the population’s language skill, we accepted
only US-based contributors. Contributors critiqued 3 storyboards from one group each and were compensated $3 to
match the expected pay rate of US minimum wage. These
numbers ensured that each design received critiques from at
least 3 workers. We collected a total of 568 critiques.

Storyboard Artifact Collection

Dashboard Artifact Collection

In our first classroom study 37 undergraduate students created 42 storyboards in groups of up to 4 students in a course
on mobile service design. They designed mobile phone applications in the domains of home service, high school violence

We recruited 15 students from an undergraduate-level design
course. Each student submitted 1 design from a course assignment which involved creating a weather UI dashboard.
Figure 4 shows 3 samples of the submitted designs. To gener4

Figure 4. The top 3 elements show storyboard examples designed by students for mobile phone applications in a design class. The lower 3 elements are
designs submitted by students for a course assignment which involved creating a weather UI dashboard.

ate critiques, we recruited 24 contributors from Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk). To help normalize the population’s
language skill, we restricted both pools of workers to consist
of US-based workers only. Contributors critiqued 4 designs
each and were compensated $3 to match the expected pay rate
of US minimum wage. These numbers ensured that each design received critiques from at least 3 workers. We collected
a total of 615 critiques.

classroom setting based on the self-reported experience in design education and professional design work. We considered
a contributor to be experienced when they worked at least 5
years as a professional designer or teached design for at least
five years. Contributors used the same procedure and rated
the same subset of critiques as instructors. The task took participants approximately 1 hour to complete, and they were
compensated $10.00 for their participation.

Critique Ratings from Students and Instructors

Measures

After all critiques in a setting were submitted, the student designers rated the helpfulness of each critiques they received.
Critiques were shown one critique at a time in random order,
and students rated helpfulness on a 1-7 Likert scale (7=best)
for each critique. Students rated only critiques given to their
groups or respectively their own work. Which means we collected multiple ratings per critique for the storyboard (group
assignment) setting yet not for the dashboard setting (individual assignment). A subset of these critiques in both settings
were rated by 3 instructors. Only one instructor was rating
critiques from both settings. The instructor are professors of
assistant and associate levels from 3 US universities.

In our Study we consider 2 main responses expressed in 2
dependent variables, four independently variable factors, and
eight covariates. We describe the properties and operationalizations of these variables in the following sections.
Dependent Variables

Our dependent variable is the subjective measure of critique
helpfulness. We asked all populations to provide a rating
ranging from 1 to 7 on how helpful they consider the given
critique to be (helpfulness).
Independent Variables

The independent variables of the study are 2 factors with 2
and 3 levels. We encode if a rating was obtained in one of the
2 classroom settings by the variable experiment with the levels dashboard and storyboard. The second independent variable population encodes if a rating was given by a online
contributor crowd, a student, or the instructor.

Instructors rated 141 critiques in the storyboard setting and 60
critiques in the dashboard setting. Following the same procedure as students. Some instructors rated more critiques than
others. Participants were asked to read each critique, and provide a rating of the helpfulness of the critique. The task took
our instructors approximately 1 hour to complete.

Covariants

All language features explained in the language model section
below are covariates for the analysis. For the covariate analysis we aggregate our results so that each critique provider
corresponds to one observation, resulting in 176 individual
observations.

Critique Ratings from Online Contributors

To ensure a diverse set of contributors we conducted a preliminary demographic survey on Mechanical Turk (n=60) to
find contributors with more and less experience in writing
and receiving design critiques. From this pool, we selected
12 workers (6 for each setting) to rate critiques. We selected
3 experienced and 3 less experienced contributors for each

Language Model
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Feature

Low

complexity

The blue/gray color
palette is great but adding
a third, possibly complementary colors could
help highlight areas and
potentially give viewers
a pathway through the
display.
helpfulness = 7.0

rarity

(...) it would almost be
like a sense of privacy
being invaded for the
person they are catching
up on (...)

Our natural language model extracts 257 features in 12 categories. We used 8 of these categories in our study (see table
1). We left out features such as character frequency and part
of speech frequency as those features tend to be predictive
only for very large data sets. The feature extractor of our
model is written in python and uses the Natural Language
Toolkit (NLTK [4]) and the pattern.en package for processing critiques.

High

Images are too small to
be seen. Need to be blown
up to larger sizes.
helpfulness = 3.3

We preprocessed all critiques with the NLTK part-of-speech
(POS) tagger [4] and filtered stop words and words not in
Wordnet [18]. Wordnet is a natural language tool that provides linguistic information on more than 170,000 words in
the English language. We also lemmatized the remaining
words to account for different inflections.

I thought this was clear
and easy to understand.
helpfulness = 3.0

The most basic feature we examined is critique length operationalized as number of characters. We counted every alphanumeric character including punctuation and special characters but not spaces. The average critique length is M = 123
(SD = 128).

helpfulness = 6.0

specificity

This seems like a good
way to keep a dementia
patient safe without physically being with them.

I like the first one the best.
helpfulness = 3.0

The second feature text complexity is operationalized as the
automated readability index (ARI [24]) the higher the value
the more complex the text. Another very similar metric is
word rarity which is operationalized as the term frequency.

helpfulness = 6.0

justification

When you move these to
the center, increase the
size as to promote them as
the most important area
of the design.
helpfulness = 7.0

actionable

Days of week font color
could be difference (navy
blue or same orange as
”Today”) to make optics
clearer.

(...) The first one is the
easiest to implement and
more promising, while the
last one needs a lot more
clarification and support
to backup the idea

The specificity feature measures how deep each word appears
in the Wordnet structure [18]. This feature is not yet well explored but preliminary research indicates that it is a strong
predictor for text quality in various scenarios [26, 27]. Words
that are closer to the root are more general (e.g. dog) and
words deeper in the Wordnet structure are more specific (e.g.
Labrador). Word depth ranges from 1 to 20 (20 = most specific).

helpfulness = 4.3

The handwriting is small
and the pictures are kinda
blurry (...)

Previous studies predicted that the amount of justifications
may correlate with positive ratings. These studies used human annotators to extract this feature [23]. We operationalized this feature with a bag of words approach counting words
that indicate a justification (e.g. because).

helpfulness = 5.0
helpfulness = 6.3

sentiment

subjective

Excellent idea!!! Are the
water drops a representation of precipitation?

aaaaaaaagh jesus that
sounds awful for all
involved (...)

helpfulness = 4.3

helpfulness = 6.0

This almost seems like it
could be used AS a form
of bullying - a popular
student could start a
rumor and tell people to
”like” or ”vote up” the
story. I feel giving the
tools to create AND use
the crowd could easily be
abused.

The app is a one-stopshop which lessens the
load on the caregiver.
However, he should confirm with his mother that
she is alright with being
videotaped to maintain
autonomy.

A feature also found to be predictive of perceived helpfulness is how actionable the provided critique is. As argued
by Sadler [39] effective feedback help to engage in an action that reduces the gap between a given standard and the
actual level of performance against this standard. We operationalize this feature with the grammatical mood of sentences
in each critique. Each sentence was classified as either indicative (written as if stating a fact), imperative (expressing
a command or suggestion), or subjunctive (exploring hypothetical situations). The feature, which we refer to as actionable, correspond to the ratio of non-indicative sentences in
a critique, with values falling between 0 and 1 (1 means all
sentences are non-indicative or active). We used pattern.en to
extract the sentence mood. As the perception of critiques is
subjective we include also features to measure sentiment and
subjectivity. For both features we used classifiers provided by
the pattern.en tool kit. The values for these features fall in the
range between 0 (low) and 10 (high).

helpfulness = 5.5
helpfulness = 5.3

Table 1. The left most column gives the feature name. For a comprehensive explanation of each feature please see the language section of study
1. The second column (low) gives an example taken from the collected
data that is ranked below the 25th percentile for the given feature. The
last column (high) shows an example of a critique ranked above the 85th
percentile for the given feature. The bold text below the example gives
the average rating of the critique across all populations.
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The next 2 features we looked at were sentiment and subjectivity. Yuan et al. [52] illustrated that a positive sentiment is
a predictive for perceived helpfulness. The sentiment refers
to whether a critique is positive or negative. A value of 0 is a
strongly negative sentiment, 5 is a neutral sentiment, and 10
is a strongly positive critique. Subjectivity refers to whether
a critique uses an emotional language or has a more objective
tone. The feature value ranged from 0 to 9 (9 highly subjective). We used pattern.en, a tool based on NLTK, to extract
sentiment and subjectivity. A list of examples for each feature
from the collected critiques can be found in Table1.

Feature
Avg. Dash. Story. Crowd Student Instr.
length
0.73
0.76
0.73
0.62
0.63
0.75
justification
0.57
0.68
0.56
0.34
0.46
0.59
specificity
0.55
0.70
0.61
0.40
0.54
0.56
complexity
0.52
0.45
0.56
0.50
0.46
0.50
rarity
0.47
0.34
0.54
0.48
0.43
0.40
active
0.45
0.51
0.44
0.30
0.38
0.54
subjective
0.40
0.21
0.51
0.30
0.34
0.36
sentiment
0.34
0.52
0.42
0.35
0.34
0.26
Table 2. Most of the features in our language model correlate nonlinearly with perceived helpfulness. We calculated ρ based on a decision
surface obtained with a local polynomial regression fit. All p-values are
below the 0.01 alpha level. We interpret correlations over 0.3 as weak,
above 0.5 as moderate, and over 0.7 as strong. Values below 0.3 are
considered uncorrelated. The columns Dash. and Story. give the correlations for the dashboard and the storyboard artifact collection. The last
there columns give the correlations for the online crowd, students, and
instructors.

RESULTS

The first study investigates the correlations between our language model and perceived helpfulness. We also aim to
demonstrate that our language model is predictive for perceived helpfulness.

Population
Mean SD IRR Pred. Avg.
low high
Combined
4.7 1.7 0.25
0.39 0.23
0.58
Instructor
3.9 2.0 0.67
0.59 0.46
0.71
Student
4.8 1.7 0.35
0.42 0.28
0.68
Crowd
4.9 1.5 0.32
0.41 0.24
0.65
Table 3. Mean and SD rows indicate the average critique rating a population gave to critiques. The IRR column gives the inter rater agreement
among human raters (Krippendorff’s alpha). Our language model can
be used to predict the average rating a critique will receive. The column
Pred. Avg. gives the Krippenforff’s alpha between the prediction of the
average and the observed average rating of critiques. Rows split the results based on rater populations. High and low columns give the lower
and upper bounds of the 95% CI.

Features Correlate Non-linearly with Helpfulness

As figure 5 illustrates the observed features do not linearly
correlated with perceived helpfulness but all features show a
nonlinear correlation.

The Language Model can Predict Perceived Helpfulness

To estimate the nonlinear correlation we use a method called
local polynomial regression fitting. The method is described
in detail by Cleveland et al. [22]. The model creates a polynomial surface. With this surface we predict perceived helpfulness from the fitted language feature. We calculate the
correlation between this prediction and the actual perceived
helpfulness using Pearson product moment correlation.

As previous research has indicated natural language models
can predict essay grades with a high accuracy sometimes even
outperforming human raters [42]. We were interested in the
question if our model is equally capable of predicting average helpfulness ratings in our data set. We used a random
forest regressor generating 500 random trees and used gini
impurity as the split criterion [5]. We found that our model
is capable of predicting of predicting average helpfulness ratings. Table 3 shows the Krippendorff’s alpha values calculated comparing the true average and the prediction made by
the regressor. When the inter rater reliability in a group of
human raters is low the regressor gives better predictions of
the average rating of human raters.

In accordance with [34] we choose Pearson correlation. Alternative methods such as Spearman correlation yield inaccurate p-values with ties. Do to the relatively high sample size
these ties occur frequently within the data. Table 2 shows
correlations and p-values for each feature. Confidence intervals are obtained through bootstrapping using 10K bootstrap
samples.

STUDY 2: CRITIQUE STYLE GUIDE INTERVENTION

The second study investigates the effect of the language
model on the perceived helpfulness of critiques. We conducted a randomized control study with 2 conditions (guided,
control). Participants in the guided group received a critique
style guide to revise their initial critique while participants
in the control group received only general instructions to improve their work. We analyzed the effect the style guide had
on the language features and perceived helpfulness scores.

Correlations are Stable Across Tasks and Populations

We found that correlations are stable across the 2 artifact collections as well as within all our populations. We calculated
non linear correlations based on a decision surface obtained
with a local polynomial regression fit (ρ). All obtained pvalues for this table are below the 0.01 alpha level. We interpret correlations over 0.3 as weak, above 0.5 as moderate,
and over 0.7 as strong. Values below 0.3 are considered uncorrelated. Table 2 shows all calculated correlations.

Critique Style Guide

The style guide provides five comments and examples of high
rated critiques (see Table 4 for an overview). The examples
were selected using our natural language model. We selected
7
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Figure 5. Correlation between the eight observed language features and the perceived helpfulness across all populations (instructors, students, and
crowd). Each point is the aggregated average for one critique provider on the given feature. The blue line is calculated using local polynomial regression
fitting [22]. The correlations for these surfaces can be found in Table 2

highly rated critiques that also scored high for the given feedback. We excluded some features from this process that were
hard to explain to critique providers. We excluded grammatical complexity and word rarity. The interface is similar to the
interface for study 1 and can be seen in Figure 2.

improved the critique. This bonus payment was payed regardless of quality but after the task in both conditions was
finished. We asked all critique providers to give feedback on
2 questions 1) does the editing process help improve my work
and 2)do you like the editing process. All questions asked
were measured on a Likert scale from 1–7 (absolutely agree).
Additionally we asked an open ended question on how the
editing process affected their critique.

Procedure

From the first study we selected a sample of artifacts to be
critiqued again. The 3 selected designs are shown in the top
row of Figure 4. We selected 1 artifact from each of the 3
domains (home service, high school violence prevention, and
elder care).

Rating Critiques

To rate the collected critiques and estimate the improvement
we recruited another group of 20 contributors from MTurk.
Each contributor rated 75 critiques following the same procedure as described in study 1 (see Figure 3 for reference). Critiques were ordered randomly and each contributor received
rated the same critiques. In contrast to study 1 we collected
critique ratings only from online contributors.

Collecting Critiques

We recruited 90 contributors from MTurk. Contributors
where recruited only from US to reduce language bias. 45
contributors worked in the treatment condition and 45 in
the control condition. Each contributor provided 1 critique
for each storyboard. After providing all 3 critiques participants were asked to revise their critiques. Contributors in the
guided condition were asked to edit their critiques using the
style guide as seen in Figure 2 directly below the green arrow.

Measures

The study investigates 2 independent variables, 4 dependent
variables, and the covariants derived from the natural language model.
Independent Variables

Contributors in the control condition did not use the style
guide but were asked to revise and improve their critique.
Both populations received a bonus of $1.00 if their revision

The manipulated independent variables in this study are
edited and condition. The edited variable has 2 levels. All
initial critiques are labeled before while revised critiques are
8

Comment

Example

On average, highly-ranked feedback statements have 50 words.
Please make sure that your feedback is not too short.

We did not provided a specific example for a long critique.

Make sure your feedback is specific enough!

This seems like a good way to
keep dementia patients safe without physically being with them.

Please make sure you explain
your judgement!

I think the solution presented in
the storyboard is a good idea, but
there are a few issues. The first 1
is that the solution seems to only
pertain to this specific situation.
Many people don’t have a home
service system nor a home security monitor. Secondly, regardless
of how she let the service man in
(because the door is broken, hidden key, unlocked back door, etc.),
not everyone would feel comfortable with leaving that accessible.

Does your feedback suggest ways
to improve the submission?

The highest rated feedbacks are
generally slightly positive. Make
sure your feedback isn’t too negative.

The second study aims at illustrating the automatically extracted high rated critiques can be used as examples in a style
guide and improve percevied helpulness.
Feature Presence Increases with Style Guide Use

To estimate if the presence of features in our model increases
significantly more when critiquers use the style guide we conducted a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) [9].
Prior to conducting the MANOVA, we ensured that our data
meets the necessary requirements as described by Meyers et
al. [33]. The MANOVA showed a significant multivariate
interaction between condition and editing F(7, 183)=3.413,
p=0.04. Figure 6 shows the changes for each feature.
The Guided Intervention is Perceived More Helpful

We asked critique provider in both conditions how they perceived the intervention. We found that critiquer liked the
guided intervention (M = 4.26, SD = 0.91) significantly
(t(89)=2.13, p=0.03) more than the control condition (M =
5.01, SD = 0.96) they also perceived the guided editing process to be significantly (t(89)=2.52, p=0.01) more helpful (M
= 4.06, SD = 0.96) than the control (M = 4.95, SD = 0.91).
We also received various comments that critiquer followed
the style suggestions.

I like that this shows how responsive the app can be and how it can
prevent future problems. I would
like to see how it integrates with
the other aspects, though (get notified of a problem at work, use
the app to find a service man, turn
on the security camera and allow
him access when he gets there, all
through one app)

I had to take a different approach. Initially I focused
more on the visual aspects of the storyboards. I was
also too wordy and not concrete enough in my feedback.
I tried to fix this as best I could.
guided

I think this is a good starting
point. I would like to see how this
app would react when it looses it’s
internet connection as I think it is
important to notify the user that
he or she is no longer protected.

A lot, I realized that my feedback could be more efficient
with the examples and guidelines.
guided
It made me feel like I had to change things, but I’m not
sure that any of my changes were improvements, at best
they were lateral moves, and they very well could have
been worse. What’s the point of editing without feedback
on which to base the edits?
control

Table 4. The style guide contains comments and examples for five features. The first column gives a comment provided to critique providers
and the second column the automatically retrieved critique. We mined
the critiques from the previous experiment using our language model to
find highly rated critiques that also highlight a specific feature.

The Guided Intervention Improves Critiques More

The final question of this study is whether using the style
guide improves the perceived helpfulness of critiques more
than the control condition. We analyzed the results using
a 2 way ANOVA and found a significant interaction between the 2 variables condition and edited F=(3,596)=4.09,
p=0.01). The increase in perceived critique quality using the
style guide is 8% higher compared to the increase without the
guide.

labeled after. The condition variable has two levels guided
if the style guide was used to revise the critique and control
without the style guide.
Dependent Variables

The main dependent variable is again perceived helpfulness.
Additionally we investigate how critique provider perceive
the intervention. We measured the helpfulness of the intervention, how much they liked the back feedback process. All
variables were meassured on a Likert scale from 1–7.

DISCUSSION

We now revisit our original research questions and discuss
our findings from the results.

Covariates

As in the previous experiment we extracted 8 natural language features from the collected critiques following the
same process as in study 1.

RQ 1: Which stylistic natural language features do
correlate with perceived critique helpfulness

We found that all features discussed in this paper do correlate significantly with helpfulness. It is however important
to accept that these correlations are not linear and have to be

Results
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Figure 6. The presence of the language feature increases more when critique provider use the style guide. The light blue line shows the increase with
the style guide and the black line without style guide.

investigated with advanced statistical models. Some correlations are also relatively weak. One reason for lower levels of
predictive power in some features is the accuracy of the used
feature extraction method. Yet the main challenge in predicting helpfulness is the high variance between and within rater
populations. Nonetheless the used language model is able
to predict the average for individual populations with Krippendorffs alpha values close to the interrater reliability of the
population. In cases with very low IRR the model is even
more predictive for the average helpfulness than individuals
in the population.

work are promising and give way for many future investigations.
Extending the Language Model

This study analyzed 8 features and used 5 of these features in
the actual style guide. Future work should extend this feature
space. A possible avenue could be to extend the feature space
by mining n-grams of highly rated feedback and thereby collect a vocabulary of relevant words and phrases for a specific
domain. Similar approaches have been successful in a variety of tasks so far. Another interesting question is how the
accuracy of a language model influences the performance of
this method. Some features showed a relatively low correlation although literature suggest a profound impact on feedback quality (e.g. sentiment). One reason for lower levels
of predictive power might be that features are extracted with
a relatively low accuracy. A more accurate language model
might therefore lead to better predictions.

RQ 2: Are these correlations stable across populations

We found that the features in our model show significant
correlations across all populations and tasks. The prevalence
of individual features however shift between populations and
tasks. Furthermore, the inter rater reliability in some
populations is very low. This might indicate that their is a
personal as well as a task specific component to the
importance and shape of individual features. Instructors had
a stronger correlation with most of the features compared to
students and online contributors. This might indicate that it
requires a certain expertise, training, and awareness of these
features to value them.

Connection Between Features and Theoretical Concepts

RQ 3: How can these features improve perceived critique

Our language model although informed by the literature on
linguistic features of effective feedback only loosely connects
the high level concepts discusses in the literature with operationalized language features. Future research should try to
find better models to identify these high level concepts in critiques and further investigate how well these features represent these concepts.

helpfulness

Interactive Feedback

Our model is able to predict and find high quality critiques
that highlight specific stylistic features. A style guide using
these critiques as example to help critique providers to reflect
on their work is effective in improving the perceived helpfulness in a back feedback process.

One avenue to explore are systems that structure the feedback
task to explicitly improve style more dynamically and more
selective. The provided style guide always contained hints on
all 5 features. A more advanced system could predict the perceived value of a critique while it is written and then provide
stylistic guidelines on only those features that need improvement. For example, if the critique is written with a neutral
tone, the system could suggest to the worker to make it clearer
whether he or she is criticizing or praising the design.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This work has illustrated that a style guide can provide support for critique provider. We think that the results of our
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Personalized Feedback

This paper demonstrated the the features do not linearly correlate with perceived helpfulness. In fact it might be possible
that the ’sweet spot” for individual features is different for the
person receiving the critique. It is a valuable question if a system can be trained to identify critiques that fit to the personal
preferences of a critique receiver. Furthermore such a system
could mine existing critiques to provide examples to critique
providers that reflect the preferences of the receiver.
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CONCLUSION

Designers use online crowds for fast and affordable feedback. However online contributors may lack the motivation,
context, and sensitivity to provide high-quality critiques. In
this paper we presented two studies. Study 1 demonstrated
that our natural language model correlates with with perceived critique helpfulness and that these correlations are stable across populations and different design artifacts. Furthermore, we demonstrated that the model can be used to predict
the average rating of critiques.
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In a second study we used the language model to mine the
critiques collected in the first study for high quality examples
that also highlight specific stylistic language features that are
correlated with critique ratings. We used the retrieved examples to create a style guide that supports critique providers
to self-assess and edit their initial critique. We validated the
guide with a between-subjects experiment and found that participants using the guide generated critiques with significantly
higher perceived helpfulness compared to the control condition. These findings motivate further investigation into how
feedback systems can use natural language models to improve
critique quality.
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